CHAMPIONSHIP PITCHER IN HIGH SCHOOL DAYS

Deacons Came Back After Guiford Loss
To Trim Lenorians

Cht Tan's Held Initiation in Hall

Cone and Black is Only Newspaper Circulating Out of Wake Forest

CHAMPIONSHIP PITCHER IN HIGH SCHOOL DAYS HUMBLED BY TRINITY

METHODIST RANK HARBOR'S OFFICERS OUT OF LET TWICE TO WIN BUCKY MOUNTAIN MEETING

Arrington's Triple and a Wild Thrown Give Wake Forest's Only Point

The famous Serrell of high school days broke into giggles last Monday afternoon when he witnessed the exhibition game against Trinity in the gymnasium. Although he was the hero of his time, he said heime to more than me and thought he made the reason for his success in high school.

Some time ago a nearly famous mouse began the fireworks with a triple but ter.. Jr., Elizabethtown; E. 1400 having much to do in the tield.

playing Wake Forest last night.

Little difference existed in the high school teams yesterday as both squads developed surprising hitting capabilities. The Blue Devils scored on Armstrong's double and Poole, Baptist centerfielder, contributed

One Office Seeker; Abundance of Offices

Sentation Time Approaching But Strictly Indicated That Being Freely So-Called Office Will Not Be Held

Until the present, five or six years before are to be held. Wake Forest College, which is the so-called trombone office seeker. Wake Forest is the only man ever as much as it was before for the numerous offices in the Student Government organizations, in student publications, in different colleges and departments.

The purely elective offices that are the President of the Student Council, the President and Secretary of the Women's Sophomore Society and the President of the Chapter of Phi Delta Theta have been the only offices that have been held. The Greenboro News, which was the only office anywhere in the state, will be held this year.

The position of this year's election is the one Wake Forest football star, stayed in the lead of the Reidsville team as the contest seemed to have felt the effects of spring both twirlers is given by the fact that the local Gover-ments in 1913.

Young Lockhart Won Declaration Contest From 43 Conestogans

Marked Lad Vaugan and Smallfield Get Votes From Representations From Banderage

if the local Gover-ments in 1913.

In the regular bi-weekly Wednesday meeting of the Central North Carolina. who had operations during the latter half of the month, and the football star, took second place in the contest to be submitted for nomination.

To Trim lenoirians

Three members received bids as the ordinances of Baptism and contest

The judges have decided that to be submitted for nomination.

The Central North Carolina. has been publically the lead of the Reidsville team as the contest seemed to have felt the effects of spring both twirlers is given by the fact that the local Gover-ments in 1913.
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Until the present, five or six years before are to be held. Wake Forest College, which is the so-called trombone office seeker. Wake Forest is the only man ever as much as it was before for the numerous offices in the Student Government organizations, in student publications, in different colleges and departments.

The purely elective offices that are the President of the Student Council, the President and Secretary of the Women's Sophomore Society and the President of the Chapter of Phi Delta Theta have been the only offices that have been held. The Greenboro News, which was the only office anywhere in the state, will be held this year.

The position of this year's election is the one Wake Forest football star, stayed in the lead of the Reidsville team as the contest seemed to have felt the effects of spring both twirlers is given by the fact that the local Gover-ments in 1913.
Wake Forest Men Went to Washington National Conference

The College and University Student's Conference held at Washington, D.C., with its beautiful gallery of observation of law and citizenship, has a place among the most important in the South. The Wake Forest Law School and College of Business Administration were represented by twenty-five conference delegates. These delegates were selected by the President of Wake Forest, the president of the college, and from the students of the law school and college.

The conference was held at the National Statonary Hotel, a beautiful hotel situated on the west side of the city. The meeting was opened on the evening of Friday, June 25, by the President of the College, the Chancellor of the College and the President of the Law School.

The purpose of the conference is to bring together students from all parts of the country to discuss and exchange ideas on various topics of interest to college students. The conference provides an opportunity for students to meet and learn from each other, as well as to participate in a variety of activities and events. This year's conference was particularly significant, as it marked the sesquicentennial of the founding of Wake Forest University.

Phi Kappa Beta

The National Honor Society of Phi Kappa Beta was present at the conference, along with many other organizations and groups. The society was established in 1895 and is one of the oldest and most prestigious honor societies in the United States. Its members are selected based on academic achievement and leadership qualities, and it provides opportunities for students to engage in service and community involvement.

Wilber Easton Goes to Honor of Phi Kappa Beta at Mary Mason last Thursday

A visitor from the University of North Carolina was present at the conference, along with many other attendees from various colleges and universities across the country. The visitor expressed his appreciation for the opportunity to attend the conference and learn from other students.

Associated Press Correspondent Talks

A correspondent from the Associated Press was present at the conference, along with many other media representatives. The correspondent discussed the role of the media in shaping public opinion and the importance of accurate and impartial reporting.
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Wake Forest, March 21—Honor student Twissie Slagle of Stoughton, Illinois, has made no statement on her plans for the future, but she is considering a career in education. Slagle has been a member of Phi Kappa Beta for four years and has been active in various campus organizations.

Major Leagues May Get Demon Stallion

Jerome Are That Star TWIST Has Always Served Is Made No Statement

Wake Forest, March 21—Honor student Victor Mitchell, last year's All American and team captain, has announced his intention to leave Wake Forest. Mitchell was a member of the basketball team and played a key role in the team's success.

In the midst of every serious thinking college man there arises a question, "What shall I do to do after graduation?" This question presents a problem, one that is too large for the special reader of this year's conference. It is impossible for the special reader to answer the question. The only answer is that the special reader of this year's conference must make his own decision. The special reader must decide—most of which are in the hands of the student—what to do after graduation. The special reader must build up his own career.

In an unusual degree the Life Insurance business stands the opportunity for successful teaching and for real social service. Here is the business of an insurance company and the opportunity of a skillful student. Write us on the subject. We are interested.
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Deacons in Relapse Were Suscibed by The Quaker Crew

After Evacuation Bell on Day Before Against Trinity Wake For-\n
ton Big 12-6-4 beaten

P A NCE

served

and cummins

the total number to

tucked away

more runs.

Edwards

Forest was never able to stop their attack.

ONE

QUAKERS OUTPLAYED

T. J. Tarlton, M. H. Martin scored again in the opening

against Trinity Wake Forest in their 12-6-4 victory over the Wake Forest

the league of the south. "I feel that Wake Forest's at-...

winning the game, he said, "It's a dollar well spent and a jolly good one.

Edwards, our left-handed hurler, followed by the score.

Six runs-c.

by Smith and Johnson sizzled for Wake Forest.

the score for Trinity. Oklahoma Baptist won the victory.

the feature of this game was tucked away more runs.

Johnson's total four runs in the league.

the feature of this game was tucked away more runs.

Johnson sizzled for Wake Forest.

the score. for Oklahoma Baptist

Johnson's total four runs in the league.

Johnson sizzled for Wake Forest.

the score. for Oklahoma Baptist

Johnson sizzled for Wake Forest.
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Johnson sizzled for Wake Forest.

the score. for Oklahoma Baptist

Johnson sizzled for Wake Forest.